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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the Dirichlet boundary value problem
2u+*1u+ g(x, u)=0, in 0,
(1)
u=0, on 0,
where 0 is a bounded domain RN and *1 is the first eigenvalue of &2 in 0,
under Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let .1 be the corresponding eigen-
function. Such a resonance problem is easy to deal with if the potential
G(x, u)=|
u
0
g(x, s) ds
satisfies the condition
lim
|a|  + |0 G(x, a.1(x)) dx=&.
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It is well known [7] that in such a case the corresponding action
functional
f (u)=
1
2 |0 |{u(x)|
2 dx&
*1
2 |0 |u(x)|
2 dx&|
0
G(x, u(x)) dx
has a minimum and problem (1) has at least one solution. S. Ahmad,
A. C. Lazer and J. L. Paul [1] showed that existence of a solution still
holds in case
lim
|a|  + |0 G(x, a.1(x)) dx++,
and P. H. Rabinowitz [8] pointed out, in that case, the saddle-point
geometry of the functional f. A somewhat intermediate case was studied by
P. Habets, R. Manasevich and F. Zanolin [6], where the potential
oscillates between these two conditions. In this situation, there exist two
families of solutions corresponding respectively to minimum and saddle-
point type critical points of the functional.
In this paper, we generalize such results to the case
2u+*nu+ g(x, u)=0, in 0,
(2)
u=0, on 0.
where resonance occurs around a simple eigenvalue *n of the Dirichlet
problem.
We obtain as in [6] two families of critical points which are, in some
intuitive way, of respective Morse index n&1 and n (if we count all eigen-
values with their multiplicity)
Basic assumptions are
(H1) the nth eigenvalue *n of &2 is simple;
(H2) the function g(x, u) is a Carathe odory function, i.e. g(x, } ) :
R  R is continuous for a.e. x # 0 and g( } , u) : 0  R is measurable for
every u # R;
(H3) g(x, u) is bounded by a function # # L p(0), for some p1, i.e.,
| g(x, u)|#(x) for a.e. x # 0 and every u # R. (3)
Let .n be the eigenfunction associated with *n . A first family of solutions
(uk)k # N is obtained using the assumption that the potential G(x, u)
oscillates if u goes to infinity on the eigenspace spanned by .n :
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(H4)
lim sup
a  +
|
0
G(x, a.n(x)) dx>& (4)
and
lim inf
a  + |0 G(x, a.n(x)) dx=&. (5)
Moreover we can guarantee that the solutions have arbitrarily large
components along the eigenspace spanned by .n (see Theorem 7), namely:
lim
k  + |0 uk(x) .n(x) dx=+.
Of course, similar conclusions hold if we replace a  + with a  & in
(H4). Nevertheless note that (H4) is only apparently unilateral: since .n
changes sign, (H4) involves the behavior of G(x, u) both for u  + and
for u  &.
Due to this reason, and in view of the applications (see Section 5), it is
sometimes preferable to strengthen (H4) into
(H4*)
lim sup
a  \
|
0
G(x, a.n(x)) dx>& (6)
and
lim inf
a  \ |0 G(x, a.n(x)) dx=&. (7)
In this case, the sequence (uk) clearly becomes bilateral, in the sense that
k # Z and
lim
k  \ |0 uk(x) .n(x) dx=\.
Furthermore, and more interesting, there exists a second (unilateral)
sequence of solutions (vj) j # N such that
lim
j  + }|0 vj (x) .n(x) dx}=+
(see Theorem 9).
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In the sequel, we refer to assumptions (H) in case (H1), (H2), (H3)
and (H4) are satisfied, and to assumptions (H*) if (H4) is replaced by
(H4*).
Notations. Throughout this paper we will denote by H the Hilbert
space H 10(0), by &u&=(0 |{u|
2 dx)12 the norm of its elements and by
u } v=0 {u{v dx the scalar product.
Given a C1 functional f : H  R, we denote by {f (u) its gradient at u,
considered as an element of H.
We also denote by 0<*1<*2 } } } the sequence of the eigenvalues of
&2 on an open set 0 under homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions,
and by .n the corresponding eigenfunctions. To avoid cumbersome nota-
tions, all eigenvalues will be counted with their multiplicity.
2. GEOMETRICAL FEATURES OF THE FUNCTIONAL
Consider the functional
f : H 10  R,
defined by
f (u)=
1
2 |0 |{u(x)|
2 dx&
*n
2 |0 |u(x)|
2 dx&|
0
G(x, u(x)) dx.
Let us decompose the space H 10 into orthogonal components
H 10=H
&H0H+,
where
H&=span[.1 , ..., .n&1], H0=span[.n], H +=(H&H 0)=
and .k is the k th eigenfunction of &2 in 0. In the following, for a generic
u # H, we will write
u=u&+u0+u+,
where we denote with u&, u0, u+, the projections of u onto the subspaces
H&, H0 and H + respectively.
Define a function N : H 10  R as
N(u)=&|
0
G(x, u(x)) dx.
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It is easy to see, as a consequence of the growth hypothesis (3) on g, that
the function N is such that, for some #>0 and all u # H 10 ,
&{N(u)&#. (8)
We are now ready to state and prove the main geometrical properties of
the action functional.
Lemma 1. If the assumptions (H) are satisfied, we can choose $>0 and
R>0 such that, for all u with &u&&R,
{f (u) }
u&
&u&&
&$. (9)
Also, for some l>0 and all u # H,
&u&&l(&{f (u)&+1),
&u+&l(&{f (u)&+1).
Proof. Note that for some :>0 and all u # H we have, using (8),
&{f (u) } u&=|
0
[*n(u&(x))2&|{u&(x)| 2] dx&{N(u) } u&
: &u&&2&# &u&&.
The claims on u& follow. The one on u+ is proved from a similar
argument. K
Since the action functional f clearly satisfies the PalaisSmale condition
on the bounded subsets of H 10 , each PalaisSmale sequence (un)n whose
projections &u0n & are bounded is in fact precompact. Roughly speaking, H
0
is the only direction where we can loose compactness.
About the level of the action functional, the following can be proved.
Lemma 2. Suppose the assumptions (H) are satisfied. Then, for some
:>0, ;>0 and all u # H,
f (u) &: &u&&2+# &u&&+N(u0)+; &u+&2+# &u+&,
f (u) &; &u&&2&# &u&&+N(u0)+: &u+&2&# &u+&.
Proof. The first inequality follows from
f (u)&: &u&&2+; &u+&2+(N(u)&N(u0))+N(u0)
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and, using (8),
|N(u)&N(u0)|# &u&u0&#(&u&&+&u+&).
The second one is proved in a similar way. K
As it is usual in the variational approach, to construct critical levels for
the functional f we need some topological arguments. These arguments will
be provided by a careful analysis of the behaviour of f in a ‘‘strip around
H0H+’’. To this aim, it is convenient to adopt a product-like notation
to denote ‘‘rectangular’’ subsets of H. Precisely, if A/H&, B/H0 and
C/H+, we define
A_B_C :=[u # H | u& # A, u0 # B, u+ # C].
Moreover, to denote balls we will use notations like
B&r :=[u # H
& | &u&r]
with obvious index modifications for the spaces H 0 and H+. Finally, since
H0 is one dimensional, it can be identified with R by choosing the n th
eigenfunction .n as a basis in H 0. In the following, we will use this iden-
tification repeatedly without any explicit mention to it and write ! for !.n .
On the strip B&R _H
0_H +, Lemma 2 gives useful information on the
level of the action functional. Let us first define
c(!) := sup
B
&
R_[!]_[0]
f
and
d(!) := inf
B
&
R_[!]_H
+
f.
Lemma 3. If the assumptions (H) are satisfied, there exist two ordered
sequences
‘k<!k<‘k+1 , \k # N,
going to infinity
lim
k  +
!k= lim
k  +
‘k=+,
such that for some c
*
<d
*
and all k # N
c(!k)c*<d*d(‘k), (10)
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and
lim
k  +
d(‘k)  +. (11)
Proof. Using Lemma 2, we can write
f (u)#R+N(!)
for u # B&R _[!]_[0]. Hence,
c(!)#R+N(!)
and we obtain from (4)
lim inf
!  +
c(!)#R+lim inf
!  +
N(!)<+.
Using (5), we obtain in a similar way
lim sup
!  +
d(!)=+.
We can choose c
*
=#R+lim inf!   N(!)+1 and d*>c*; the existence of
the sequences (!k)k and (‘k)k follows. K
The constructions of the above lemma will be used to define minimax
classes near to which we will look for critical points of the action func-
tional. Let us describe them in a very informal way.
A first class, for a given k # N, consists of ‘‘suitable deformations’’ of the
n&1 dimensional ball in H&
D\k :=B&\ _[!k]_[0],
which keep fixed the boundary
D\k :=B&\ _[!k]_[0],
and where \R is large enough. Here ‘‘suitable deformations’’ means
deformations along which the level of the functional decreases. The
estimates (10) and (11) will be used to guarantee the necessary bounds
along H0. At last, let us point out that the H0 component of the critical
point we will find belongs to (‘k , ‘k+1). The multiplicity will then follow by
changing the index k.
A key point in doing this, is the following topological argument: each
deformation of D\k , along which the level of the functional decreases, must
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intersect [0]_(‘k , ‘k+1)_H+. More precisely, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 4. Let the assumptions (H) be satisfied and assume
8 : [0, 1]_D\k  H is a continuous map such that
8(0, u)=u, \u # D\k ,
and for all t # [0, 1],
8(t, u)=u, \u # D\k ,
f (8(t, u)) f (u), \u # D\k .
Then, there exists u # D\k such that
8&(1, u)=0 and 80(1, u) # (‘k , ‘k+1).
Proof. Define
K=[(t, u) # [0, 1]_D\k | 8&(t, u)=0],
and, for any set E/[0, 1]_H,
Et=[u # H | (t, u) # E].
Since 8(t, } ) is the identity on D\k for all t # [0, 1], by standard degree
arguments (see Lemma 1.2 in [2]) we know that there exist a connected
subset 7 of K such that for all t # [0, 1]
7t {<
Let us now define the set
I=80(7)/H0
and note that, by the continuity of 8, it is a connected set. Since by
assumption 8&(0, u)=0 if and only if u=(0, !k , 0), clearly 70=
[(0, !k , 0)], which implies
!k # I. (12)
Assume now by contradiction that the lemma is not true, namely that
8&(1, u)=0 implies 80(1, u) & (‘k , ‘k+1)=<.
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In particular, we have
80(1, 71) & (‘k , ‘k+1)=<,
which of course implies
I"(‘k , ‘k+1){<.
This, together with (12) and since I is connected, implies the set I contains
one of the points ‘k or ‘k+1 . Hence, there exists (t, u) # [0, 1]_D such
that
8&(t, u)=0,
80(t, u) # [‘k , ‘k+1],
which implies that
f (8(t, u))min[d(‘k), d(‘k+1)]d*.
This clearly contradicts the fact that
f (8(t, u)) f (u)c(‘k)c*<d*
and concludes the proof of the lemma. K
Roughly speaking, in this way we find critical points whose ‘‘Morse
index is n&1’’. To find critical points of ‘‘Morse index n’’ we need to con-
struct classes which are dimensionally different from the previous ones.
Such classes, once more for a given k # N, will be constructed as deforma-
tions of the n-dimensional surface
E\k :=B&\ _[!k&1, !k]_[0],
which keep fixed the boundary
E\k :=(B&\ _[!k&1 , !k])_[0].
This time, the topological argument is much simpler than before: all the
above deformations must intersect [0]_[‘k]_H +, where the action func-
tional is controlled from below by d(‘k). Then, we will deduce both the
existence and the multiplicity result from (11). More precisely, we have the
following lemma which follows from a trivial degree argument.
Lemma 5. Let the assumptions (H) be satisfied and let 8 : [0, 1]_
E\k  H be a continuous map such that
8(0, u)=u, \u # E\k ,
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and for all t # [0, 1],
8(t, u)=u, \u # E\k .
Then, there exists u # E\k such that
8&(1, u)=0 and 80(1, u)=‘k .
3. EXISTENCE OF A FIRST SEQUENCE OF SOLUTIONS
Let us first prove the following preliminary result.
Proposition 6. Assume the assumptions (H) are satisfied and let k # N
be fixed. Then, there exists a point uk # H 10 such that
{f (uk)=0,
f (uk)c(!k)c* ,
‘ku0k‘k+1 .
Proof. Define
b :=inf[ f (u) | u # [0]_[‘k , ‘k+1]_H +]c(!k),
which is finite as follows from Lemma 2. From the same lemma, we can
choose R>0 big enough such that for all \R
a :=sup [ f (u) | u # B&\ _[!k]_[0]]<b.
Moreover, since \R, (9) shows that
sup
B
&
\ _[!k]_[0]
f= sup
B
&
R_[!k]_[0]
f=c(!k).
Let now ’(t, u) be the flow induced by the vector field
&/( f (u))
{f (u)
1+&{f (u)&
,
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where the smooth cut-off function / : R  [0, 1] separates the level a from
the level b, i.e.
/(s)={
0 if sa+
b&a
3
,
1 if sb&
b&a
3
.
We will look for critical points of f near to the deformations of
D\k :=B&\ _[!k]_[0] along the flow ’(t, u). The main ingredient here is
the fact that, by construction, the action functional f decreases along the
flow lines of ’ (see the appendix).
Claim 1. For every =>0, with =(b&a)3, there exists wk= # D\k such
that for every t0
f (’(t, wk=))b&=b&
b&a
3
.
Let us fix = # (0, (b&a)3]. We can assume that [u # D\k | f (u)b&=]
does not contain rest points for ’, otherwise the Proposition is trivially
true. In this situation if, by contradiction, the claim is not true, we can use
Proposition 13 in the appendix to construct a continuous function
T : D\k  [0, +) such that forall u # D\k
f (’(T(u), u))b&=.
Applying Lemma 4 to the homotopy
8(t, u)=’(tT(u), u)
yields that for some u # D\k we have 8(1, u)=80(1, u)+8+(1, u) and
f (’(T(u), u))= f (8(1, u))b
which contradicts the construction of T(u). The claim follows.
Claim 2. For all t0, &’&(t, wk=)&<R.
If the claim were wrong, there would exist t00 such that
&’&(t0 , wk=)&R. From Claim 1, we have for every t0, f (’(t, wk=))
b&(b&a)3, whence
/( f (’(t, wk=)))=1. (13)
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Now a consequence of (9) is that
d
dt
1
2
&’&(t, wk=)&2=&
’&(t, wk=) } {f (’(t, wk=))
1+&{f (’(t, wk=))&
>0,
if &’&(t, wk=)&R. Hence for all tt0 , &’&(t, wk=)&R and, due to (9),
&{f (’(t, wk=))&$, \tt0 .
Thus, for all tt0 we have
f (’(t, wk=))& f (’(t0 , wk=))=&|
t
t0
&{f (’(s, wk=))&2
1+&{f (’(s, wk=))&
ds
&
$2
1+$
(t&t0)  &
as t  +, contradicting Claim 1.
Claim 3. For all t0, ‘k<’0(t, wk=)<‘k+1.
Assume the claim is wrong. Recall that ’0(0, wk=)=w0k= !k . Hence, it
follows from Claim 2 that the flow line [’(t, wk=) | t0] crosses either
B&R _[‘k]_H
+ or B&R _[‘k+1]_H
+. This is clearly impossible by a
level argument since
sup
t0
f (’(t, wk=)) f (wk=)c(!k)<min[d(‘k), d(‘k+1)]
(see (10)).
Part 4Conclusion. Finally, we can apply the well known Ekeland
variational principle (see [7]) to extract from the flow line [’(t, wk=) | t0]
a PalaisSmale sequence. As a consequence of Lemma 1 and Claim 3, such
a sequence is precompact.
To this aim define
(t)= f (’(t, wk=))
and note that from Claim 1
c= := inf
t0
(t)= lim
t  +
f (’(t, wk=)) # [b&=, c(!k)].
As a consequence of the Ekeland variational principle, we can construct a
minimizing PalaisSmale sequence for , namely a sequence (tn)n such that
tn  +, (tn)  c= and $(tn)  0,
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as n  +. Now, using (13), we have
$(tn)=&
&{f (’(tn , wk=))&2
1+&{f (’(tn , wk=))&
.
Then, if we define vn=’(tn , wk=), we obtain
f (vn)  c= and {f (vn)  0,
as n  +. Moreover, by Claim 3,
‘k<v0n<‘k+1
for all n, which implies the precompactness of the sequence (vn)n . By means
of standard arguments, we can deduce the existence of a point uk # H such
that
{f (uk)=0,
b&= f (uk)c(!k),
‘k<u0k<‘k+1.
Note that strict inequalities hold by trivial level arguments. K
A multiplicity result can be easily obtained by changing the index k. One
can be tempted to obtain some more multiplicity by fixing k # N and
changing the parameter =<=0 . Unfortunately, in general this does not
produce new solutions. All we can prove is the following alternative: either
there is a critical point u
*
which satisfies f (u
*
)b, or we have infinitely
many critical points whose level is strictly less than b. Since we cannot
solve the alternative, we can only guarantee the existence of one critical
point for each fixed k.
Theorem 7. Let 0 be a bounded open set with boundary of class C1, 1
and assume the assumptions (H) are satisfied.
Then, there exists a sequence (uk)k # N of solutions of (2) such that
f (uk)c(!k)c* , \k # N.
Further, if u0k=ak.n , we have
lim
k  +
ak=+ (14)
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and
lim
k  + "
uk
ak
&.n"W 2, p=0. (15)
Proof. From Proposition 6 there exists a sequence (uk)k /H 10 such that
{f (uk)=0,
f (uk)c(!k)c* ,
‘k<u0k<‘k+1 .
It follows from the last inequalities that the functions uk are all different
from each other and that (14) is satisfied. Moreover &u+k & and &u
&
k & are
bounded as a consequence of Lemma 1. From the regularity theory for
elliptic equations (see [5, 9]), we deduce that uk # W2, p(0) is a solution of
(2). Also as &2u+k &Lp and &2u&k &Lp are bounded, we deduce the bounded-
ness of the sequences (u+k )k and (u
&
k )k in W
2, p(0). Hence, we have
lim
k  + "
uk
ak
&.n"W2, p= limk  +
&u&k +u
+
k &W 2, p
|ak |
=0. K
The previous theorem is clearly asymptotic in spirit, in the sense that the
oscillating behaviour of the nonlinear term on the n th eigenspace H0 is
essentially imposed at infinity. A similar result could have been obtained
with one-sided condition (4) and (5) imposed as a  &.
Moreover it is clear that, all we need to obtain such a result, is that N
has on H 0 sufficiently large oscillations, whereas (5) implies that this
oscillations are arbitrary large.
Also, it is easily seen that, if the requirement (4) is replaced with the
stronger one
lim sup
a  +
|
0
G(x, a.n(x)) dx=+,
we can force the levels of the critical points uk to be arbitrarily close to
&, namely
lim
k  +
f (uk)  &.
Finally, notice that in case N=1, we deduce from (15) that uk has
exactly n&1 interior zeros which are simple. Note also that in this case all
the eigenvalues are simple, so that the result holds for all *n .
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4. EXISTENCE OF A SECOND SEQUENCE OF SOLUTIONS
In this section, condition (H4) will be replaced by (H4*). Of course
the conclusions of the previous sections can be strengthened, becoming
bilateral in spirit. For instance, Lemma 3 now gives two bilateral ordered
sequences
‘k<!k<‘k+1 , \k # Z,
such that
lim
k  \
!k = lim
k  \
‘k=\,
c(!k)c*<d*d(‘k), \k # Z,
lim
k  \
d(‘k)  +,
and Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 hold without changes for a larger class of sets.
Consequently, we are able to find a bilateral sequence of solutions
(uk)k # Z satisfying
f (uk)c* , \k # Z,
and, if u0k=ak.n ,
lim
k  \
ak=\.
The next result concerns a second critical sequence, which we can
distinguish from the previous one by a simple level argument.
Proposition 8. Assume the assumptions (H*) are satisfied and let k # Z
be fixed. Then there exists a point vk # H 10 such that
{f (vk)=0
f (vk)d(‘k)& 12 (d*&c*)>c*.
Proof. Choose \R in such a way that
sup[ f (u) | u # (B&\ _[‘k&1 , !k])_[0]]
c
*
<d
*
d(‘k)inf[ f (u) | u # [0]_[‘k]_H+]
and act on E\k :=B&\ _[!k&1 , !k]_[0] with a flow ’(t, u) defined as in
the proof of Proposition 6, but with a cut-off function /(s) which separates
now the level c
*
from the level d
*
.
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Using the arguments of Claim 1 in that proof together with Lemma 5,
we can prove that, for any =>0 (sufficiently small), there exists a point
wk= # E\k such that for every t0
f (’(t, wk=))inf[ f (u) | u # [0]_[‘k]_H+]&=d(‘k)&=.
As in Claim 2, we show that
&’&(t, wk=)&<R.
Until now we have not used the full force of (H*): we will now use (7)
instead of (5) to bound ’0(t, wk=). Assume by contradiction that
sup
t0
|’0(t, wk=)|=+.
Since the flow line [’(t, wk=) | t0] is constrained into the strip
B&R _H
0_H+, it must cross regions B&R _[!]_H
+, with |!| arbitrarily
large. On the other hand, we know from (7) and Lemma 2 that
lim sup
!  \
inf
B
&
R_[!]_H
+
f=lim sup
!  \
d(!)=+,
which implies
sup
t0
f (’(t, wk=))=+.
Since this clearly contradicts the fact that the action functional f decreases
along the flow lines of ’, the proof is complete.
Now, we can conclude the existence result by a standard application of
the Ekeland variational principle. K
As above, we can write the following multiplicity result for the solutions
of (2).
Theorem 9. Let 0 be a bounded open set with boundary of class C1, 1
and assume the assumptions (H*) are satisfied.
Then, there exists a sequence (vj) j # N of solutions of (2) such that
f (vj)d(‘j)& 12 (d*&c*)>c*, \j # N.
Further, if v0j =aj.n , we have
lim
j  +
aj=+
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and
lim
j  + "
vj
aj
&.n"W 2, p=0.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 7. Concerning
multiplicity problems, Proposition 8 gives us a second (bilateral) sequence
of solutions (vk)k # Z , but it is no longer possible to distinguish between the
elements of the sequence using the projections along the eigenspace
spanned by .n . Nevertheless, we have infinitely many distinct critical
points, say (vkj) j # N , since
f (vk)d(‘k)  +, as k  +.
Finally, the fact that the components along H0 of the sequence (vkj) j of
critical points cannot be bounded is a general property which is described
in the following simple lemma. K
Lemma 10. Let (wj) be a sequence in H such that
sup
j # N
&{f (wj)&<+,
| f (wj)|  +, as j  +.
Then,
|w0j |  +, as j  +.
Proof. By Lemma 1, we know that &w&j & and &w
+
j & are bounded. The
proof then follows from Lemma 2. K
5. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS
We now provide some examples of nonlinearities that fit into our
framework, both in the case of ordinary differential equations and partial
differential equations.
Concerning ordinary differential equations the arguments in [6] can be
used to deal with problems of the type
u"+*n u+ p(t) g(u)=e(t),
u(0)=0, u(?)=0,
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in case g is bounded and the sets where 1x |x0 g(s) ds| is larger than some
(small) constant satisfy suitable density conditions at infinity. Precisely,
assume that
0<:p(t);<+,
|
?
0
e(t) sin(nt) dt=0,
&<&m lim inf
|u|  +
G(u)
|u|
lim sup
|u|  +
G(u)
|u|
M<+,
(G is a primitive of g) and define for r, s>0
A+s (r)=[x # R | |x|r, G(x)s |x|],
A&s (r)=[x # R | |x|r, G(x)&s |x|].
Proposition 11. If there is s>0 such that
lim sup
r  +
meas(A+s (r))
2r
>1&\ s:s:+cnm;+
2
,
lim sup
r  +
meas(A&s (r))
2r
>1&\ s:s:+cnM;+
2
,
where
cn={1 if n is even,n+1n&1 if n is odd,
then
lim sup
a  \
|
?
0
p(t) G(a sin(nt)) dt=+,
lim inf
a  \ |
?
0
p(t) G(a sin(nt)) dt=&.
Note that the condition in the proposition can be made independent
of n, though no longer sharp, by taking cn=2 for all n.
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Proof. With straightforward changes of variables, we have
|
?
0
p(t) G(a sin(nt)) dt=|
?2
&(?2)
qn(t) G(a sin t) dt,
where
:qn(t);
if n is even and
n&1
n
:qn(t)
n+1
n
;
if n is odd. The rest of the proof is exactly like the proof of Proposition 1
in [6]. K
Examples of functions satisfying the conditions of Proposition 11, such
as G(x)=Kx sin(= log(1+|x| )), for suitable values of K and =, can be
found in [6].
We now give a similar example for the PDE problem
2u+*nu+ p(x) g(u)=e(x),
u=0 on 0,
where of course the function e is orthogonal to the eigenfunction associated
to *n and the function p satisfies 0<:p(x);.
For the sake of simplicity we confine ourselves to the case where
0=(0, ?)_(0, ?) and to a more narrow class of potentials. Precisely, we
assume that G has the form
G(u)=’(u) H(’(u)),
where the regular functions ’ and H are defined as follows.
The function ’ : R  R+ behaves like |u|, in the sense that
’(u) {=|u||u|
if |u|1,
otherwise.
The function H : R+  R gives the required oscillation properties for the
potential and it is defined by means of two diverging sequences of positive
numbers ak , bk such that
0a0<b0<a1<b1< } } }
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in the following way:
=+1 if a2k+1ub2k+1,
H(u) {=&1 if a2kub2k ,# [&1, 1] otherwise.
Assuming that ak+1 bk   as enough we can take H such that uH$(u) is
bounded, so that the nonlinearity g=G$ is bounded too.
We will work at any eigenvalue *=2n2, where n is chosen so that 2n2 is
not the sum of two different squares: in this way * is simple and we take
as its eigenfunction
.n(x, y)=sin(nx) sin(ny).
We now show that by appropriately choosing the two sequences, the
potential G satisfies (H*). Indeed, define
Ik=[(x, y) # 0 | bk |.n(x, y)|ak]
and note that assuming bkak  , we can suppose that for k large enough
and for some ;(:+;)<%1,
meas(Ik)% meas(0)=%?2.
To conclude we evaluate
|
0
pG(b2k+1.n) dx=|
I2k+1
pG(b2k+1.n) dx+|
0"I2k+1
pG(b2k+1.n) dx.
When (x, y) # I2k+1 , we have
a2k+1b2k+1 |.n(x, y)|b2k+1
so that eventually
|
I2k+1
pG(b2k+1 .n) dx=|
I2k+1
pb2k+1 |.n | H(b2k+1 |.n | ) dx
: |
I2k+1
b2k+1 |.n | dx:a2k+1 meas(I2k+1)
:%?2a2k+1.
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On the other hand,
|
0"I2k+1
| pG(b2k+1.n)| dx; |
0"I2k+1
b2k+1 |.n | dx
;a2k+1 meas(0"I2k+1);(1&%) ?2a2k+1
which, together with the preceding estimate, gives
|
0
pG(b2k+1.n) dx[:%&;(1&%)] ?2a2k+1  +
as k  +. With the very same computations one can prove all the
inequalities involved in (H*).
Note that in contrast to the one dimensional example we have not used
significantly the symmetries of the domain 0 and of the eigenfunction .n .
Indeed as one can immediately check everything works provided *n is
simple and the associated eigenfunction satisfies meas(.&1n (0))=0, see [3]
and [4] for results in this direction. For example this is the case if
0=(0, 1)_(0, ?).
6. APPENDIX: MINIMAL TIME TO REACH A SUBLEVEL SET
Let H be a Hilbert space and f : H  R a C1 functional. Given c # R, we
shall use the following notations
f c :=[u # H | f (u)c], f =c :=[u # H | f (u)=c],
f <c :=[u # H | f (u)<c], f >c :=[u # H | f (u)>c].
Let ’ : [0, +)_H  H be a continuous map, and define
Fix(’) :=[u # H | \t # [0, +), ’(t, u)=u]
the set of the rest points of ’. We will assume that the action functional f
decreases along the flow lines of ’ in a strong sense, namely that
if u  Fix(’) then f (’( } , u)) is a strictly decreasing function. (A)
Of course this is the case for the so called ‘‘&{ flows’’, namely the flow
associated with the vector field
&(u)
{f (u)
1+&{f (u)&
,
where  is a smooth non negative function.
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Consider a level c # R of the action functional f, and a subset A of H
which is deformed by the flow ’(t, u) into the sublevel f c, i.e.
\u # A, _t0, f (’(t, u))c.
We would like to know if this set A is deformable in some uniform way,
namely if is it possible to construct a continuous function T : A  [0, +)
such that
\u # A, f (’(T(u), u))c.
The idea is to take T(u)=0 for all u # A & f c and to define T(u) as the
‘‘minimal time’’ needed for u to reach the sublevel f c if u # A & f >c. To
this aim, we define for all u # H such that f (u)>c,
{(u) :=sup [t0 | f (’(t, u))>c]
U :=[u # H | f (u)>c and {(u)<+].
Then we can prove the following statement.
Proposition 12. Let ’ be a continuous flow that satisfies (A). Then the
set U is open and, for all u # U, we have
>c if t<{(u),
f (’(t, u)) {=c if t={(u), (16)<c if t>{(u).
Moreover, { is a continuous function on U.
Proof. Take u # U, and note that it cannot be a rest point for ’. Then
f (’( } , u)) is a strictly decreasing function, and (16) follows from the defini-
tion of { and assumption (A).
Let us prove U is open and { is continuous. Take u0 # U and fix =>0.
Since from (16)
f (’({(u0)&=, u0))>c> f (’({(u0)+=, u0)),
there exists, by continuity, a $>0 such that for any u # B$ (u0),
f (’({(u0)&=, u))>c> f (’({(u0)+=, u0)).
Hence {(u) exists and {(u0)&={(u)<{(u0)+=, which proves the con-
tinuity of {. K
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Finally, we make the following extension of {:
T(u) :={0{(u)
if u # f c
if u # U.
Of course the function T is continuous in the open sets f <c and U, but
it is by no means reasonable to expect such a continuity at the rest points
of level c. Nevertheless, we are able to prove that this is the only bad case.
To this aim, define
L :=f =c"Fix(’),
D :=f <c _ L _ U.
Proposition 13. Let ’ be a continuous flow that satisfies (A). Then, the
set D is open and T is a continuous function on D.
Proof. To prove D is open, the only non trivial part is to show that
each element of L is in fact an interior point of D. Now, if u0 # L, due to
the closedness of Fix(’), there exists r>0 such that Br (u0) & Fix(’)=<.
Then
Br (u0) & f =c/L.
Moreover, if =>0 and since u0  Fix(’), we have f (’(=, u0))<c. By the
continuity of ’, there exists a $ such that 0<$<r and &u&u0&$ implies
f (’(=, u))<c. This of course implies that
B$ (u0) & f >c/U,
which proves D is open. By means of Proposition 12 we can also say that
\u # B$ (u0) & f >c, {(u)<=,
which proves the continuity of T. K
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